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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (92-3267)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (92-113 C)

RE: JOHN ROSELLI, aka AR

On 2/12/63 ROSSELLI left LA at 5:15 p.m. via Western Airlines en route to Las Vegas, Nevada. Special Agents, Las Vegas Office observed him at the Desert Inn Hotel in Las Vegas on 2/13/63. He returned to LA via Western Airlines arriving at about 2:00 p.m. on 2/13/63. He left LA International Airport in his 1963 Ford Thunderbird which he had left at the parking lot at the airport on 2/13/63.

LA 4268 observed ROSSELLI at the Friar's Club, Beverly Hills, Calif., on 2/11, 13 and 14, 1963. On 2/13/63 this informant was told by another Friar's Club member that during the latter part of 1962, ROSSELLI won about $7,000 from RALPH MARKS playing cards at the Friar's Club and that it is generally believed at the club that MARKS was "taken." LA Office will interview MARKS as possible source of information concerning ROSSELLI. MARKS is a real estate attorney who maintains an office in Beverly Hills.

LA 4396-C# has furnished information that ROSSELLI has been residing at his LA apartment and that he frequently returns late at night in an intoxicated condition. On the night of 2/14/63 he carried on a long telephone conversation with NORMA FRIEDMAN, wife of MAURICE H. FRIEDMAN, part owner of the New Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada, in which there were indications that ROSSELLI are very close friends and may have had some "romantic affair" in the recent past. JACK WALTERS, Manager, Beverly Crest Hotel advised FRIEDMAN and his wife, NORMA, arrived in Beverly Hills, Monday, 2/11/63.